Under pressure to deliver value faster but face obstacles at every turn? Here’s how Success Tracks can make your Cisco IT investments work for you.

1. Remove obstacles to accelerate business value

   - Reactive: Go from reacting to problems. 
   - Proactive: Lifecycle journey with the right expertise, insights, learning, and support at your fingertips.
   - Predictive: Meaningful content linked to use cases to meet project goals and timelines.

2. Quickly adopt and scale outcomes faster

   - Guided lifecycle journey with the right expertise, insights, learning, and support at your fingertips.
   - Meaningful content linked to use cases to meet project goals and timelines.
   - One-stop, unified digital experience via CX Cloud, combining human + digital intelligence.

3. Maximize the value of your Cisco Networking, ACI®, and Intersight™ investments

   - ATX Sessions: One-to-many interactive webinars.
   - Accelerators: One-on-one remote coaching.

4. Create an adaptive workforce and fill critical gaps on your teams

   - Specialized expertise offers are available as on add-on.

5. Be more efficient and reduce risk with AI and automation

   - Better budget and plan with a 360-degree view to manage all Cisco assets and licenses.
   - Avoid downtime and compliance issues with proactive risk assessments.
   - Get faster mean time to resolution with automated diagnostics and analysis.
   - Reduce time and risk with recommended optimal software upgrade versions.
   - Increase efficiency by automatically opening a case when issues are detected.

6. Work smarter, faster

   - Uplift teams and enhance expertise of Cisco technologies with on-demand learning and certification prep.

7. Get world-class support that always has your back

   - From Cisco technical engineers to resolve complex issues quickly with Solution Support.
   - And better yet, get automated TAC support.

8. Access human and digital intelligence on tap

   - Guided lifecycle journey.
   - Use case driven.
   - Predictive intelligence.
   - People and digital.
   - Faster time to adoption and value.

9. Increase ROI*  

   - 157% Projected ROI
   - $1.8M Projected benefits

*Forrester TEI Study